21 YEARS OF MAKING ROBOTICS A REALITY

https://www.youtube.com/user/nationalrobotics
Facility

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Robotics_Engineering_Center
Location

https://maps.google.com/
Applications

DEFENSE

MINING

ENERGY

AGRICULTURE

MANUFACTURING

OTHER INDUSTRIES

https://www.nrec.ri.cmu.edu/
Notable Project: Boss
2007 DARPA Urban Challenge (Autonomous Cars)

https://www.nrec.ri.cmu.edu/
Notable Project: John Deere Tractors
Autonomous sprayers and mowers

https://www.nrec.ri.cmu.edu/
Notable Project: Crusher and Gladiator
Autonomous Armored Vehicles
Notable Project: Profiler
Mine Analyzing Robot

https://www.nrec.ri.cmu.edu/
Notable Project: Sensabot
Robot for monitoring oil and gas facilities

https://www.nrec.ri.cmu.edu/
Notable Project: GXV-T
DARPA-funded effort to build the next off road military vehicle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68Uh3jmsdIY